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Abstract 
Striping is an important factor that influences the quality of remote sensing images. Based on the analysis of existing 
methods, a new destriping method combining strong filter with weak filter was proposed. With self-adaptative strip 
noise detection, the new method divides the polluted images into two parts, the badly polluted part and the lightly 
polluted part. After that, it utilizes the improved moment matching as strong filter on the badly polluted part and the 
interpolation method as weak filter on the lightly polluted part. The result of comparing the tested images and data 
indicated that the new method could effectively remove stripe noises and preserve the quality of the images better, 
especially when the image is small with complex objects. 
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1. Introduction 
The strip-pattern noise is a well known phenomenon that appears in a large number of spaceborne and 
airborne remote sensors images such as MODIS, TM, OMIS, CMODIS and so on. There are a lot of 
factors which result in the kind of variations such as the drop lines during scanning, the environment 
disturbing, the imperfect calibration of multisensor instruments, etc. And the main cause of striping noise 
is that the offset and gain variations between neighboring detectors in scanning. The existence of stripe 
noises degrades the quality of remote sensors images and brings big trouble to the next image processing 
tasks. Therefore, destriping is an important pre-processing step in remote sensors image processing. 
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2. Previous destriping algorithm 
There are two major approaches in destriping, the frequency domain method and the spatial domain 
method. The first approach includes FFT filtering[1] and wavelet analysis[2-3]. FFT filtering is not easy 
to choose the correct frequency or preserve the image detail information. Wavelet analysis can eliminate 
strip noise for some degree, but it is complex and its effect is severely affected by the choice of wavelet 
basis.
 The second approach includes histogram matching[4-7] and moment matching[8]. Histogram 
matching matches the histogram of uncalibrated data to the reference data. This method is easy to give 
fast processing, but it is scene dependent, and requires the specification of reference data which may 
change with time. The moment matching is based on the assumption that mean-square deviations of data 
recorded by any of the sensors will be not different significantly. This assumption is invalid if an object 
boundary runs nearly parallel to a scan line and an object is too small to be imaged by all detectors within 
a given sweep. In addition, moment matching will bring “Banding effect”[9] to the image when the target 
area is complex. 
Nevertheless, the area without polluted always occupies the majority of the image and the polluted 
area’s pollution levels are different from time to time. The existing methods which process the whole 
image will damage the unpolluted area’s quality and reduce the effects to the polluted area. Based on the 
analysis of existing methods, a new destriping method combining strong filter with weak filter was 
proposed. With self-adaptative strip noise detection, the new method divides the image into three parts, 
the badly polluted part, the lightly polluted part and the unpolluted part. After that, it utilizes the improved 
moment matching as strong filter on the badly polluted part and the interpolation method as weak filter on 
the lightly polluted part. The new method could effectively remove stripe noises and preserve the quality 
of the images better, especially when the image is small with complex objects. 
3. Methodology 
3.1 The strip noise classification and self-adaptative detection 
According to existing research, stripe noise in various remote sensors images has two common 
characteristics: ķappeared as bright or dark stripes; ĸthose bright or dark stripes distributed along the 
scanning direction (that is in lines or rows in image). Besides, stripe noises in different remote sensors 
images have different characters such as certain periodicity (relative to the detectors), certain width by 
pixels (different number of pixels) and so on. 
 Based on these analyses of stripe noises’ two common characters, we mainly analyze the impact of 
stripe noise on the mean value distribution of image rows as fig.1 (a) shows (stripe noises distributed in 
rows and appeared as dark stripes). Because the neighboring rows have high spacial correlation, the mean 
value distribution of image rows should be continuous. If we consider the mean value distribution curve 
as a signal, it should be continuous and slippery. However, due to the impact of stripe noises, the mean 
value distribution of image rows has been reduced a lot. So we set av(i) as the mean value array of image. 
The more the area is polluted seriously, the more the av(i) is reduced greatly. Then we use smoothing 
filter on av(i) to get avr(i) which is supposed as the mean value array of the unpolluted image. Based on 
calculating of d(i)(d(i) = avr(i) – av(i)), we find that all the d(i) of polluted rows are greater than zero. 
Thus, we set the threshold voltages Tmax and Tmin (Tmax=max(d(i))/5, Tmin= max(d(i))/10) to judge: 
ķif the row’s d(i) is greater than Tmax, the row is considered as badly polluted part as fig.1(b) shows; ĸ
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if the row’s d(i) is between Tmax and Tmin, the row is considered as the lightly polluted part as fig.1(c) 
shows; Ĺ if the row’s d(i) is less than Tmin, the row is considered as the unpolluted part.
Figure 1. Strip noise separation of original image. 
3.2 Strong filter 
Firstly, we improve the moment matching. Moment matching based on the assumption that the gray 
distribution of image is flat and the response function of CCD detector is linearity with a shift-invariance 
phase. So the mean-square deviations of data recorded by any of the detectors will be not different 
significantly and the formula of moment matching could be received(formula (1)). Given a reference row, 
the gain and bias of the striped row can be solved by using formula (1): 
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Where, Xi and Yi are separately the value arrays of pixels in row i before and after moment matching; 
rP is the new mean value of row i after moment matching and rV is the new standard 
deviation; iP and iV are separately the mean value and standard deviation of row i before moment 
matching. Moment matching is a useful method in destriping and easy to implement. But this method has 
a large limitation to images, that is those images must have flat gray distribution. When the target area is 
complex, moment matching will bring “Banding effect” to the image. 
 The improved moment matching smoothes rP and rV to get 
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Based on the strip noise classification, we use the improved moment matching as strong filter on the 
badly polluted part as fig.1(b) shows. This method, which only affects the area with badly polluted, could 
effectively remove stripe noises and preserve the quality of the images better than original ones, especially 
when the image is small with complex objects. 
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3.3 Weak  filter 
We use method of interpolation as weak filter to the lightly polluted part. Supposing that Xij, Xij-1, Xij+1
are separately the values of pixel(i, j), pixel(i, j-1) and pixel(i, j+1), we let the mean value of Xij-1 and Xij+1
replaces the Xij, and the procedures are as follows:ķif both sides of the row are unpolluted rows, the row 
should be interpolated; ĸif one side of the row is unpolluted and the other side is lightly polluted, the row 
should be interpolated; Ĺif in other conditions, left the row. 
4. Experiment and analysis 
Take an MODIS image as fig.1(a) shows for example to evaluate the effect of this new destriping 
method. It is clearly that the image is badly polluted by strip noise and the target area is complex. 
Fig.2(a)-(c) are images before and after destriping. 
Figure 2. Strip noise separation of original image. 
By contrasting the images before and after destriping, it could be found that both moment matching 
method and new method can remove strip noise effectively. But moment matching method leads to image 
distorting which represents as obvious and discontinuous distributed big block stripes, as the black box 
area on the image fig.2(b) shows. So, though moment matching method could remove stripes to some 
extent, it also brings serious bad effects to the original radiation of images which leads to the “Banding 
effect”. Compared with fig.2(a) and fig.2(c), we can find that the new method not only effectively remove 
stripes but also eliminate the distort of image resulted by moment matching. The new method well 
improves the quality of images. 
Fig.3 shows the mean value distribution curves of image rows before and after destriping. Obviously, 
the more the curve after destriping recovers the original curve, the more the radiation of image is 
preserved well. Because the curve after moment matching destriping is basically a straight line, the 
method can not preserve the radiation very well. In contrast, the curve after the new method destriping can 
basically recover the real mean value distribution without stripe noise disturbing, especially in the black 
box area. 
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Figure 3. The mean value curves. 
In order to evaluate the effect of this new destriping method objectively, we also calculate these 
images’ mean, standard deviation, mean-square deviation, and PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio). The 
calculated results are as table 1 shows. 
TABLE I. EFFECTIVENESS COMPARING OF DESTRIPING METHODS.
Mean Standard deviation Mean-square deviation PSNR 
Original image 135.16 43.48   
Moment matching matching 135.01 43.02 21.62 34.78 
New method 141.79 40.86 12.86 37.04 
The original image’s mean value influenced by strip noise should less than the mean value of real 
image. It is clearly that the image after destriping with new method has a greater mean value than the 
other two images, so the new method can preserve the radiation of image better than the moment 
matching method. In addition, the new method not only has fewer standard deviation and mean-square 
deviation, but also has a greater PSNR compared with the moment matching method. 
5. Conclusion 
The existence of stripe noises degrades the quality of remote sensors images and brings big trouble to 
the next image processing tasks. Therefore, destriping is an important pre-processing step in remote 
sensors image processing. In this paper, based on the analysis of existing methods, a new destriping 
method combining strong filter with weak filter was proposed. With self-adaptative strip noise detection, 
the new method divides the polluted images into two parts, the badly polluted part and the lightly polluted 
part. After that, it utilizes the improved moment matching as strong filter on the badly polluted part and 
the interpolation method as weak filter on the lightly polluted part. The result of comparing the tested 
images and data indicated that the new method could effectively remove stripe noises and preserve the 
quality of the images better, especially when the image is small with complex objects. However, we 
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should notice that the threshold voltages Tmax and Tmin are selected in a large number of experiments. 
The question to choose a reasonable threshold voltages needs a further study.  
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